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CONNECTING EXTERNAL EQUIPMENT
The rear Scart EXT-1, Scart EXT-2 sockets, the front EXT -3 socket are three dedicated sockets to connect audio-video equipment.

TV/AV SELECTION
Allows to switch between TV and external modes. By repeatedly pressing the remote control AV (A15) or the
TV front panel TV /AV button (B8), the on-screen display is changed as shown :
EXT-1 > EXT-2 > EXT-2 S > EXT-3 > TV (AV-21FT5 model)
EXT-1 > EXT-2 > EXT-2 S > EXT-3 > EXT-3 S > TV (AV-29FT5 model)
Remark: If the signal source from the rear SCART socket (EXT-1) is RGB (e.g.normally from a DVD player)

then EXT-1 RGB will be displayed. You can return to TV mode also by pressing number buttons or
PROGRAM UP/DOWN buttons

Rear
VCR / DVD / Video Game / Pay-TV decoder
Important: If your video equipment does not have SCART socket(s), or if you wish to

use only the aerial (RF) connection (not recommended), then you should
make use of program number 00 on the TV set for best performance.

REAR SCART SOCKET (EXT-1)
This socket has video / audio inputs and outputs. It is recommended to
connect to this socket automatic AV switching equipment such as pay-
TV decoders, video games, DVD players and most VCR’s.
In most cases, when connecting powered equipment to this socket, the
TV set switches automatically to AV mode. If not, then use the AV
buttons (A15 or B7) to select EXT-1.

REAR SCART SOCKET (EXT-2)
This socket has video / audio inputs and outputs.
Automatic AV switching equipment (for example most
VCR’s) can be connected to this socket. In most cases,
when connecting powered equipment to this socket, the
TV set switches automatically to AV mode. If not, then
use the AV buttons (A15 or B7) to select EXT-2.
You can also receive an S-VHS signal by selecting
EXT-2 S with the AV buttons (A15 or B7).

AERIAL socket

Front
FRONT AV SOCKET (EXT-3)
The front AV socket has audio and video inputs. Without the video input connection, audio output is not available.
To switch from TV to these inputs, use the AV buttons (A15 or B8) and select EXT-3.
Note: (ONLY FOR AV-29FT5 MODEL): Do not connect the cables to front video input and S-video input at the same time. If do so,

picture will not be displayed properly.

HEADPHONE SOCKET
To hear TV sound with headphones,
insert a 3.5mm headphone plug into
the headphone socket. The speaker’s
sound will be automatically cut off.

CAMCORDER OR VIDEO GAME

FRONT S-VHS JACK
The front S-VHS jack (B2)
has video inputs only. It is
necessary to connect the
audio inputs to socket (B4)
in order to have audio and
video. To watch TV from
these inputs, use the AV
buttons (A15 or B8) and
select EXT-3 S.

AV-21FT5 ModelAV-29FT5 Model
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